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8th Grade Novel Study:  Touching Spirit Bear 
(Ben Mikaelsen)   

Celebrating Community: Learning About Ourselves and Others  

Day 17 (Chapters 26): My Village Journal project due today.  
 

Opening Routine:  Quick Write in RJLAs  

The teacher will:  

1. Have students make a list of people whom they have hurt emotionally or physically.  

2. Have students choose one and quick write about how they could repair the relationship. 

Or, if they have not repaired the relationship, how could they do this?  

3. Ask for several volunteers to share. (Do not require students to read or pair/share this 

particular quick write.)  
 

Vocabulary Enrichment: Capsule Vocabulary  

The teacher will:  

1. Present the following 11 words found in Chapter 26 which are related to the central 

concept of mistrust on a transparency or on the board:  

scared         anger         withdrawn         fearfully         sullen         hesitant 

distrust         refused         warned         assaulted         haunted 

2. Begin discussing the concept of mistrust with the class. 

 

Teacher models discussion to include all the 11 words listed:  

People who live through traumatic experiences, including violent attacks, are often fearfully 

withdrawn from other people. Haunted by their memories, they are scared about being 

assaulted again and understandably are hesitant about socializing. Signs of their distrust may 

be sullen behavior and repressed anger. These people may have refused help even though 

warned by professionals that untreated problems could lead to suicide.  

3. Divide students into pairs. Partners hold a conversation using as many of the 11 listed 

words as they can.  Each student keeps track of the words his or her partner uses.  

4. Instruct each pair to write a brief summary on the concept using as many of the listed 

words as possible.   

5. Teacher asks students to share their summaries using a class sweep.  

 

Teacher Directed Instruction Whole Group Instruction  

Before Reading Activities: Getting Students Ready to Read  

1. The teacher will: Review definition of foreshadowing and why it is used.  

Foreshadowing occurs when a writer provides hints that suggest future events in a story.  

Foreshadowing creates suspense while preparing the reader for what is to come.  

 

“But you’ll be careful, won’t you? Promise me you’ll be careful.  Don’t fall asleep—or drive 

fast—or pick up any strangers on the road.” 

http://www.amazon.com/Ben-Mikaelsen/e/B000APOCPE/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1304105122&sr=1-1
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2. Direct students to the first paragraph on page 217. Teacher reads aloud the first 

paragraph on page 217 and discusses how this illustrates foreshadowing. (If Cole is to 

overcome Peter’s mistrust of him, he must be patient and not rush the process of 

reconciliation.  It will not be easy to earn his trust again.)  

3. Direct students to skim the rest of page 217 and note other foreshadowing details.  

4. Ask students to write a prediction on what will happen to Cole based in the 

foreshadowing details on page 217.  

During Reading: Experiencing the Text  

The teacher will:  

1. Read aloud page 215 to the bottom of page 217.   

2. Direct students to buddy read pages 218-225.  

3. Tell students to selectively underline any text details/plot events that indicate Cole and 

Peter, brought face-to-face on the island, are beginning to deal with feelings about the 

beating.  

4. Guide students to understand that these steps are necessary before Cole and Peter can 

reconcile.  

After Reading: Understanding the Text  

Revisit Opening Routine Response:  

The teacher will:  

1. Direct students to re-read their earlier Quick Writes.  

2. Have students respond orally to the question:  ―What advice does Cole receive in Chapter 

26 that would help you facilitate the process of repairing a relationship?‖  

 

Reconciliation Map Graphic—Benchmark: Plot Development-Foreshadowing  

The teacher will:  

1. Direct students to form groups of four and look at their selective 

underlining of text details/plot events in Chapter 26 which identify 

steps in the reconciliation process between Cole and Peter. 

2. Direct each group to complete a Reconciliation Map Graphic.   

3. Guide students through the example on the Reconciliation Map Graphic 

which follows.  

4. Point out that each detail/event which they identified in Chapter 26 should be copied on a 

line provided, as well as the page number where the phrase/sentence appeared.  Then 

students should write their reason for considering the phrase/sentence as an important 

indicator of the boys’ reconciliation process.  

5. Tell students to continue until their Reconciliation Map Graphic is complete.  

6. Ask each group to present its Reconciliation Map Graphic.  
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Reconciliation Map  
What Is Said/Done  

[quote line(s) & page #]  

Character Who Says 

and Does This 

This is important because. . .  

Page 219 ―I haven’t talked to you 

in a long time . . . Thanks for 

standing by me and for all the 

things you’ve done.  How can I 

ever pay you back?‖ 

Cole talks to Garvey  

Cole is finally acknowledging if 

it hadn’t been for Garvey 

defending him and being 

patient with him, he would 

have ended up in jail.    

 

Differentiated Small Group Instruction  
Review Directions for each center before starting the rotation schedule.   Refer to Rotation 

Schedule and Center Chart when conducting small group instruction.  

 

Center 1 – Teacher Center – Data-driven instructional intervention 

Center 2 – Independent Reading Center  

Center 3 – Technology Center  
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Reconciliation Map  

What Is Said/Done 

[quote line(s) and page 

number] 

Character Who Says 

or Does This 

Important because……… 

R
e
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a
t
i
o
n
 

Page 219 ―I haven’t 

talked to you in a long 

time . . . Thanks for 

standing by me and for 

all the things you’ve 

done.  How can I ever 

pay you back?‖ 

Cole talks to Garvey Cole is finally acknowledging 

if it hadn’t been for Garvey 

defending him and being 

patient with him, he would 

have ended up in jail. 

   

   

   

   

   

 


